
Global economic and financial market highlights

A year in review 2023
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Optimistic start to year buoyed by lower inflation

World Economic Forum in Davos announces a more 
positive outlook than investors feared

US inflation uptick and strong growth sparks 
fears of more interest rate hikes

Banking turmoil with Silicon Valley 
Bank and Signature Bank collapsing

UBS takes over Credit Suisse

Sticky UK inflation spooks market in 
contrast to fading US inflation

Coronation of King Charles III

Rates pause in US after 10 hikes

Investors start to notice the outsized gains 
of Magnificent Seven US tech stocks

US raises rates to highest level in 22 years

Barbie and Oppenheimer craze at cinemas

China’s economy loses steam, with a property 
slump and weaker consumer spending

Donald Trump is the first US president to face 
criminal charges in a federal court

Higher for longer narrative takes over markets after Fed 
announcements on interest rates

Bank of England leaves rates unchanged and ECB says rate 
rises may now be over

Substantial bond sell-off from 
higher for longer expectations

Fading inflation is an established trend

Stocks and bonds rally as investors believe central banks 
have now reached peak interest rates

Stock and bond markets continue to 
climb into the end of the year

Expectations that central banks will 
start to cut interest rates in 2024

US jobs boom starts to slow
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